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ABSTRACT 

 

 Models of utility maximization posit that individuals with more income are able to purchase 

goods and services so as to attain higher levels of utility. Existing literature has conceptualized 

measures of psychological well-being as related to individual utility. Recognizing that 

unemployment has been shown to negatively impact well-being, I examine the role that 

unemployment insurance during unemployment plays in determining an individual’s self-

reported levels of nonspecific psychological distress. I test whether transitions into and out of 

unemployment affect symptoms of distress and whether financial support available through 

unemployment insurance is associated with reduced distress. I hypothesize that unemployment 

insurance provides individuals and families with larger budget constraints, allowing for higher 

utility maximization and reduced distress. In my model, becoming unemployed significantly 

increases the likelihood that an individual will experience an increase in psychological distress, 

and transitions into employment from unemployment are associated with a significant reduction 

in psychological distress. However, I find little evidence in support of the hypothesis that receipt 

of unemployment insurance significantly moderates that impact of unemployment.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 The rate of unemployment in the labor force is arguably the most closely followed indicator of 

the health and well-being of the macroeconomy, but unemployment also impacts the well-being 

of people actually without work (Gielen and van Ours 2012; Winkelmann and Winkelmann 

1998). At the macroeconomic level, policymakers often pursue fiscal and monetary policies in 

response to rising levels of unemployment. Arguably, the most salient and significant fiscal 

response operates through the unemployment insurance program, which provides financial 

support to the unemployed. While many studies have examined the effectiveness of fiscal policy 

in combating unemployment in the macroeconomy (Ramey 2011; Monacelli, Perotti, and Trigari 

2010), this study examines the extent to which unemployment insurance impacts the 

psychological distress of individuals experiencing unemployment. As discussed below, an 

individual’s mental health is crucial to her success in the labor market, and since the unemployed 

are particularly vulnerable to psychological distress, the psychological impacts of the 

unemployment insurance program are worth studying. 

 In a simplified, crude analysis, we can quickly observe a positive relationship between the 

national rate of unemployment and a measure of national well-being. Figure 1 plots two series 

over the period from 1973-2006: the annual average unemployment rate as estimated by the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics and the share of respondents of the General Social Survey (GSS) who 

identify themselves as being “not too happy.” The GSS measure is shown for the years for which 

it is available. As shown in the figure, the two series are positively and significantly correlated, 

but interestingly, the GSS series remains elevated throughout the economic expansion following 

the 2001 recession.  
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 In more refined studies using panel data that measure both employment status and well-being 

at the individual level, the literature has already established that entry into unemployment 

significantly worsens individual well-being (Winkelmann and Winkelmann 1998; 

Kassenboehmer and Haisken-DeNew 2009). However, these impacts are rather heterogeneous; 

Figure 1: Annual average unemployment rate and the percent of respondents reporting that they 

are, in general, “not too happy”, 1973-2006. Data from the General Social Survey (GSS) are not 

available for every year and are shown for years available.  * p<0.1 (Unemployment rate from 

Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Population Survey. Percent “not too happy” from GSS 

available at http://www3.norc.org/GSS+Website/Browse+GSS+Variables/Subject+Index/) 

Correlation = 0.36* 
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many individuals report no change or even small improvements in happiness in the face of 

unemployment (Gielen and van Ours 2012). In this literature, researchers have typically utilized 

measures of well-being that rely on surveys that ask a respondent to rate her general satisfaction 

with life on a scale from 0 to 10. Researchers have commonly used such a scale included in the 

German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) to study determinants of well-being. The validity of 

such a measure rests on one’s willingness to accept a handful of underlying assumptions, as 

discussed in detail by Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004). 

 More broadly, within the field of “happiness” research, some have conceptualized measures of 

well-being as an empirical approximation of individual utility (Frey and Stutzer 2002). Frey and 

Stutzer (2002) note that the field of economics has not uniformly accepted subjective measures 

of utility and still favors measures based on observable preferences revealed by individuals 

through their decisions. With this in mind, my analysis will provide further examination of the 

commonly accepted principle of economics which holds that increases in income allow an 

individual to adjust her budget so as to attain higher levels of utility (Varian 2003). This study 

examines this principle specifically among persons experiencing unemployment and presumably 

lacking a primary source of income. 

 What makes these kinds of impacts important to policy makers are the individual and social 

costs of poor mental health and psychological distress. As discussed further below, researchers 

have estimated the costs of depression (Patel 2009). To the extent that unemployment insurance 

mitigates psychological distress – and perhaps depression – among the unemployed, such 

insurance could reduce the burden of unemployment on society and the individual. 
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 Finally, this paper is among the first to study the impacts of unemployment on a measure of 

mental health among a nationally representative sample of individuals in the U.S. The majority 

of studies I identified have focused on impacts in other countries due to a lack of data from a 

U.S. sample. 

 

Background and Literature Review 

 In this section, I define the terminology used in this paper and discuss the existing literature 

that has studied impacts of both unemployment and unemployment insurance on well-being. I 

also provide a brief description of the unemployment insurance system in the U.S. 

 

Terminology 

 Researchers typically study the concepts of “well-being” and “life satisfaction” among the 

unemployed population. These concepts are similar to one another, and they are typically 

measured as described above. They are likened to measures of “happiness” and are considered 

by some to have some desirable properties as measures of individual utility (Frey and Stutzer 

2002).  

 This paper studies a somewhat different concept that is intuitively related to well-being and 

life satisfaction but is different in that it is meant to capture an individual’s vulnerability to 

clinically significant levels of psychological distress. I characterize this concept of 

“psychological distress” as more closely related to objective measures of a person’s mental 

health rather than a person’s subjective report of well-being. Still, this measure of distress relies 

on an individual’s subjective response to survey questions. I argue that all of these concepts are 
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related, and measuring psychological distress allows me to draw meaningful conclusions about 

the relationship between unemployment and individual utility. 

 Throughout the paper, I use the terms “unemployment insurance (UI)” and “unemployment 

compensation (UC)” interchangeably. 

 

Impacts of Unemployment 

 An analysis from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) estimated that the total costs 

associated with serious mental illness exceeded $300 billion in 2002 (Insel 2008). According to 

NIMH, these costs include both the direct expenditures associated with mental health services 

and treatment and the indirect costs associated with the disabilities caused by these disorders, 

such as lost earnings among the ill. Moreover, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

estimate that nearly 10 percent U.S. adults report currently suffering from some kind of 

depression from 2007-2010, including the 4 percent suffering from an episode of major 

depression.
1
 To put this in context, during the most recent economic downturn, the rate of 

unemployment peaked at roughly 10 percent of the U.S. labor force, or about 6.5 percent of the 

civilian non-institutional population.  

 Studies analyzing the relationship between unemployment and measures of well-being have 

tended to find significant, positive impacts. Studies of panel data have found that self-reported 

evaluations of well-being tend to decline when people become unemployed (Clark et al. 2008; 

Gielen and van Ours 2012; Winkelmann and Winkelmann 1998; and Kassenboehmer and 

Haisken-DeNew 2009). Gielen and van Ours (2012) reported that the effect is particularly 

                                                 
1
 Source: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data, 2007-2010.  
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heterogeneous as just over half of workers transitioning into unemployment experience a drop in 

life satisfaction, but on average, unemployment does trigger a drop in life satisfaction.  

 Both Clark et al. (2008) and Gielen and van Ours (2012) find that subjective well-being tends 

to remain low even after the unemployed obtain new employment, meaning that the unemployed, 

on average, are not able to entirely adapt to their experience of unemployment. For the purposes 

of my analysis, this finding implies that once an individual has become unemployed, her level of 

psychological distress might initially worsen in response to the job loss, and it may not improve 

over time, regardless of whether or not she becomes employed again.  

 Most of these studies base their analyses on survey data from the German Socio-Economic 

Panel (SOEP). In particular, Kassenboehmer and Haisken-DeNew (2009) compare a number of 

different methodological approaches, illustrating how the approach to identification can change 

results. In their most robust approach, the authors utilize a conditional maximum likelihood 

estimator in a fixed-effects logit model. Importantly, they explicitly identify the relationship 

between an individual’s reasons for unemployment in addition to a main effect of unemployment 

itself. Interestingly, unemployment has significant impacts on well-being for both men and 

women, but the authors only find that reason for unemployment is only significant for women 

(Kassenboehmer and Haisken-DeNew 2009). Turning to existing literature studying the impacts 

of unemployment on depression or other measures of mental health, the research has found a 

moderate but significant impact of job loss on individual depression (Goldman-Mellor, Saxton, 

and Catalano 2010). However, there are fewer studies that utilize measures of depression as a 

dependent variable. 
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 These estimates of the impact of unemployment, while arguably unbiased, are still average 

effects across many individuals. In other words, different people may react to unemployment in 

different ways. Psychological theory posits that individuals use defense mechanisms to shield 

themselves from sources of distress (Paulhus, Fridhandler, and Hayes 1997). This kind of 

“psychological defense” could be more effective within certain individuals. In fact, personality 

traits, such as self-esteem, locus of control, self-efficacy, and others have been found to moderate 

the impacts of job loss (Leana and Feldman1988). 

 Moreover, the determinants of well-being and mental health are varied, and environmental 

factors in addition to individual factors play a role (see Rodriguez 1997 for a discussion). 

McKee-Ryan et al. (2005) describe the various mechanisms at play in determining psychological 

well-being during unemployment. This study focuses on the role that unemployment insurance 

plays as a moderating variable, and I argue that it functions as a supplement to an individual’s 

financial coping resources, which McKee-Ryan et al. (2005) characterize as a moderating 

variable. 

 

Unemployment Insurance Impacts 

 In addition to the effects of unemployment on psychological distress, I analyze the role that 

unemployment insurance receipt plays in moderating that relationship. To date, this is a topic 

that has received little attention. However, there is an extensive literature focused on other 

aspects of the unemployment insurance program.  

 Studies of job search intensity have found that intensity is inversely related to the generosity 

of unemployment benefits (Krueger and Mueller 2010). The authors infer that liquidity 
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constraints affect unemployed persons, and unemployment insurance weakens those constraints. 

For the purposes of this paper’s hypothesis, I speculate that increased generosity also reduces the 

psychological burdens of unemployment, which reduces the incentives to find employment. 

Related to this finding that UI reduces job search intensity, a large literature on the impact of 

unemployment insurance on the duration of unemployment spells has found that more generous 

benefits are associated with longer spells of unemployment (for example, Krueger and Meyer 

2002).  

 Two papers that have studied the relationship between UI and mental health are reviewed 

here. The first is a 1997 study using the National Survey of Families and Households (NSFH) 

(Rodriguez, Lasch, and Mead 1997). As the authors state, at the time, the NSFH was one of the 

few data sets that combined information on a person’s mental health, employment status, and 

receipt of unemployment benefits. However, without multiple years of data, Rodriguez et al. 

analyzed a cross-sectional sample, and acknowledged that this could leave their analysis open to 

potential endogeneity biases. The authors do not directly compare unemployed individuals with 

and without unemployment benefits. Instead they compare each group separately to a reference 

category of full-time workers. Still, they report that unemployed individuals who receive 

unemployment insurance (UI) benefits are not significantly more likely to report higher levels of 

depression than full-time workers (Rodriguez, Lasch, and Mead 1997). The second paper is 

essentially an extension of the first. Rodriguez, Frongillo, and Chandra (2001) use two waves of 

the NSFH to estimate the relationship between receipt of unemployment insurance during 

unemployment and depression while controlling for employment status and characteristics in the 

previous period. The two waves are separated by five years, allowing for a lot of confounding 
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factors to affect outcomes. Recognizing these shortcomings, the authors actually find that, over 

the five-year period, unemployed persons receiving benefits tend to report significantly lower 

levels of depression than full-time workers (Rodriguez, Frongillo, and Chandra 2001). Other 

studies have found that persons who receive unemployment insurance may be less likely to 

increase their alcohol consumption or experience a decrease in body weight after a spell of 

unemployment (Bolton and Rodriguez 2009). 

 

The Unemployment Insurance System 

 It is well known that the UI program has a low recipiency rate (Vroman 2009). Because my 

independent variable of interest is UI receipt, it is important to understand if and how receipt of, 

or perhaps application for, UI could be correlated with mental health or well-being. In a study of 

the 2005 UI supplemental survey to the CPS, Vroman (2009) finds that both receipt and 

application for UI are systematically related to people’s reasons for unemployment. Vroman 

(2009) states that the primary explanation for the observed low recipiency rates is the belief that 

one is ineligible for benefits.  

 According to Vroman (2009), only 34.8 percent of unemployed workers in 2005 applied for 

UI benefits, regardless of whether or not they were qualified to apply. The low application rates 

largely explain the observed, low recipiency rate, which was 23.9 percent in 2005. Denials 

explain the remaining gap between application and recipiency rates. Since the UI program is 

intended to support workers who lose their jobs through no fault of their own, it should come as 

no surprise that persons who lose a job have higher application rates, but even among this group, 

the application rate barely exceeded 50 percent. Moreover, among job losers, those who were 
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previously employed on a temporary job were much less likely to apply for benefits than other 

job losers (Vroman 2009).  

 In my study, it is important to control for an individual’s reason for unemployment.  Since UI 

receipt is highly correlated with reason for being unemployed, the reason for unemployment 

could also be correlated with well-being. For a simple example, a person who voluntarily quits or 

leaves a job might not be as susceptible to depression as a person who involuntarily loses a job. 

My dataset includes a variable that identifies reason for job loss, allowing me to focus solely on 

the sub-sample of persons who transition into unemployment because they were fired, laid off, or 

victims of a plant closure or bankrupt employer
2
. Thus, I can identify reasons for unemployment 

that are exogenous to previous mental health.  

 Additionally, Vroman (2009) found that region of residence strongly predicts rates of 

application for unemployment insurance as does duration of unemployment. One could argue 

that both region and duration could also predict rates of worsening psychological distress, thus it 

is important to control for both of these factors in my analysis. 

 The research described above has found significant negative impacts of unemployment on 

well-being. To the extent that well-being and psychological distress are related, these impacts 

may extend to the more clinical measures of mental health. Finally, the literature is rather sparse 

with regard to the role that publicly provided unemployment insurance – arguably the most 

salient policy response to unemployment – plays in this relationship. Thus, I have little empirical 

evidence on which to base an ex ante hypothesis.  However, based on economic theory (Varian 

                                                 
2
 As noted below, persons who are fired for cause may be ineligible for unemployment insurance, but due to sample 

size constraints, I am unable to drop these observations from the entirety of my analysis. I am able to check the 

robustness of some main results to the exclusion of observations that are fired, and those checks are discussed 

below. 
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2003), I would predict that receipt of financial support ought to increase utility and potentially 

reduce psychological distress. 

 

DATA 

 I use the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), a survey of U.S. individuals administered 

by the University of Michigan. Beginning in 1968, with a nationally representative sample of 

18,000 individuals living in 5,000 families, the survey has continuously followed these 

individuals and their descendants, collecting information on myriad data, including health, 

income, expenditures, demographics, and life transitions. In 1997/1999, 511 immigrant families 

were added to the sample to improve the survey’s national representation. At this time, the 

program began administering the survey every two years rather than every year. Thus, from 1997 

to the most recent survey in 2009, data are available for every odd year (Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics). 

 Since 1993, the majority of surveys have been conducted over the telephone by a trained 

interviewer. Typically, a single adult serves as the respondent, answering questions about 

himself/herself. The most detailed questions, such as those regarding one’s mental health, are 

collected for the respondent.  Survey procedures are in place to identify members of a given 

household who leave, die, or return. For example, when the biological child of a survey family 

moves out of the household, that child is followed, and a separate survey is administered to that 

new household. However, if that child returns to his/her parents’ home, then the separate surveys 

are no longer conducted. Historically, PSID has released the main interview data in five different 

data files: the family file, the cross-year individual file, the birth history file, the marriage history 
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file, and the parent identification file. The data used for this study were taken from the family 

file, which contains more detailed information about certain individuals in the survey, namely 

the family head and spouse, if one exists. 

 To obtain all of the necessary variables for this study, I identify each variable in the annual 

family-level data files. For example, to obtain the employment status of the family head in 2009, 

I select the variable ER42140 from the Main Family Data sub-list within the Family-level 

variable list. The PSID Data Center provides matched responses for individuals within a family 

over time. This study exclusively focuses on household heads. 

 As mentioned above, since 1997, the PSID has only been administered once every other year, 

meaning that this study will only be able to compare the mental health status of an individual to 

his or her status subsequently measured two years after the initial assessment. Additionally, all 

income-related information is collected retrospectively, so for example, this study is only able to 

identify whether or not a respondent received unemployment insurance in the year prior to taking 

the survey. As an example, a household head who responded to a survey in 2003 would report 

her level of psychological distress at the time of the survey in 2003 but her income information, 

such as receipt of unemployment insurance, would be from 2002. 

 The unit of observation in this study is the person-year, and data will be used from each 

available wave of the PSID from 2001, 2003, 2007, and 2009. As discussed below, the model 

used in the analysis evaluates changes in respondents’ psychological distress, so with four years 

of non-contiguous data points, I have at most two pairs of years – 2001-2003 and 2007-2009 – 

with which to estimate changes in distress and employment status.  
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Dependent Variables 

 The measure of mental health used for this study is the Kessler nonspecific distress scale 

(K6), which consists of six questions designed to gauge the respondent’s level of psychological 

distress. It has been shown to be a simple, yet efficient predictor of an individual’s likelihood of 

suffering from a serious mental illness such as major depression (Kessler et al 2003). It asks 

respondents to rate on a five point scale their feelings of sadness, restlessness, hopelessness, 

nervousness, worthlessness, and the effort required to do anything. The scores for each question 

are summed to obtain a total score.  

 With this measure, it is important to decide whether one should interpret the scale as a 

cardinal or ordinal measure. Some literature has found that such a choice makes little difference 

to the analysis in question (Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters 2004). However, I am skeptical of an 

interpretation of the measure as cardinal and therefore interpret it as ordinal. Specifically, 

cardinality imposes the assumption that each individual identically interprets the Kessler scale 

and that differences between scores are uniform across the scale. In other words, the difference 

between a score of 12 and 13 is identical to the difference between a score of 4 and 5 in terms of 

psychological distress levels.  

 In my analysis, I construct the dependent variable as follows. First, I calculate the change in 

the total K6 score for each individual. Second, to relax the assumption of cardinality, I create a 

binary variable, named “K6worse”, that takes a value of 1 if an individual’s score increased and 

a value of zero if an individual’s score decreased or stayed the same. Thus, I do not require that 

all persons interpret the scale identically. I assume that for all individuals, an increase in their K6 
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score necessitates an associated decrease in their underlying level of utility and that this 

ordinality is comparable between individuals.  

 According to Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004), other authors have generally 

conceptualized and constructed their dependent variables in one of three ways. First, many in the 

psychological literature assume an interpersonally comparable cardinal measure of well-being 

and estimate OLS models directly. This would be equivalent to my simply using the difference in 

K6 scores as my dependent variable of interest rather than the binary variable “K6worse” 

described above. Second, in order to relax this assumption of cardinality, some analysts instead 

estimate ordered logit or ordered probit models using the well-being score as the dependent 

variable. However, according to Maddala (1983), such models do not easily allow the analyst to 

control for unobserved individual fixed effects. Thus, in order to assume ordinality while still 

controlling for individual time-invariant characteristics, researchers must reduce the number of 

categories in the ordered probit or ordered logit models to two. Some in the economics literature 

construct a third dependent variable that is binary, taking a value of 1 if an individual’s reported 

level of well-being exceeds some threshold. These studies identify impacts of observable 

characteristics among persons whose well-being score toggle above and below this threshold 

over time (Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters 2004). 

 Ultimately, my dependent variable is most comparable to this third construction. Rather than 

gauging an individual’s K6 score against a predetermined threshold, the K6 score is simply 

compared to the prior year’s score. However, researchers typically employ a conditional 

maximum likelihood estimator suggested by Chamberlain (1980). For ease of construction, I 

instead estimate OLS and logistic estimators. 
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 There are other shortcomings with using self-reported measures of psychological distress. For 

example, some individuals suffering from a condition known as alexithymia have significant 

difficulty expressing or characterizing their moods and seem to lack introspective awareness of 

their emotional states. While cases as extreme as this are probably rare, the point is that 

subjective measures such as well-being rely on the respondent’s willingness and ability to report 

that measure. This willingness and ability may vary across persons, making the measure 

somewhat less reliable. However, I assume that any such measurement error in my dependent 

variable has zero mean, is uncorrelated with my independent variables of interest, and does not 

bias my estimated coefficients. 

 

Independent Variables  

 My independent variables include measures of income, employment, and demographic 

characteristics. Each of these measures is hypothesized to predict an individual’s propensity to 

experience an increase in psychological distress over a given time period. The income measures 

are based on a respondent’s experience in the years 2002 and 2008, the two years in between the 

pairs of survey years used in the study. For the 2001-2003 cohort, the survey’s income measures 

are based on respondents’ 2002 incomes. For the 2007-2009 cohort, the survey’s income 

measures are based on respondents’ 2008 incomes. The variable “UCrec” is an indicator variable 

that takes a value of 1 if the respondent reported that he/she received any income from 

unemployment compensation in the previous year. The variable “rHHinc_2009” is a continuous 

measure of total household income in the previous year. Using the Consumer Price Index for all 

urban consumers, each year’s income has been adjusted for inflation so that they are represented 
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in 2009 dollars. Broadly, total family income is comprised of all taxable, transfer, and Social 

Security income in the relevant year for any members of the family unit.  

 The employment variables are all indicator variables and are based on a respondent’s 

employment status in each year of a given two-year period. For this analysis, all respondents 

who classified themselves as being temporarily laid off, retired, disabled, a student, or a 

housekeeper were dropped from the study sample. Thus, my study only analyzes those 

household heads that reported being employed or unemployed in either of the two years of a 

given period. For example, a respondent who was employed in both 2001 and 2003 is classified 

as “EtoE” in their 2003 person-year and is treated as having never experienced unemployment. 

This will be the reference category used in the analysis below. The other three categories consist 

of respondents who reported being unemployed during the completion of both surveys (UtoU), 

unemployed during the first and employed during the second (UtoE), or employed during the 

first and unemployed during the second survey (EtoU). I characterize those in the EtoU category 

as “job losers”, those in the UtoE category as “job gainers,” and those in the UtoU category as 

“persistently unemployed.”  

 My data do not provide any information as to the employment status of a given individual 

during the time between the two surveys. In other words, an individual in the EtoE category 

could have had a brief spell of unemployment between the two survey years while still being 

employed when taking both surveys. Based on the data, I argue that this is a fairly rare 

occurrence. Of the 4,745 observations in the EtoE category, only 221 or about 5 percent reported 

having received any unemployment compensation in the intervening year. If receipt of 

unemployment compensation is conditional on being unemployed, then at least 5 percent of 
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persons in the EtoE category experience some kind of intervening spell of unemployment. In my 

simplest model below, I do not control for this issue and treat it as a mere limitation of the data. 

In the full model, these persons are identified by the main effect of the UCrec variable. 

Moreover, to the extent that a brief spell of unemployment might worsen an individual’s mental 

health, the estimated impacts of unemployment and UC receipt among the other employment 

categories are underestimates relative to a reference group consisting purely of individuals who 

never experience unemployment.  

 The other variables included above largely consist of demographic characteristics of 

individuals that might be associated with both receipt of unemployment compensation and risk 

of depression. A gender indicator is included given significant research indicating gender 

differences in prevalence of depression (Nolen-Hoeksema 2001). While there does not exist 

substantial evidence for different rates of UC receipt among unemployed men and women, I 

include the control variable since this study only evaluates respondents who are heads of their 

respective households regardless of gender. Other demographic characteristics include race, 

marital status, age, number of dependent children, and the region in which the respondent 

resides.
3
 Both marital status and the number of dependent children are included because previous 

research (Hasin et al. 2005) has shown that individuals with weaker social support systems are at 

greater risk of depression and that a household head with more dependents in the home might 

feel more pressured to apply for UC. Similarly, a measure of age is included in the analysis as 

research (Hasin et al. 2005) has found that prevalence of depression increases with age, and I 

                                                 
3
 PSID categorizes respondents into one of four regions: Northeast, North Central, South, and West. All others are 

classified as either unknown, in another country, of residing in Alaska or Hawaii. 
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hypothesize that older persons might have more financial obligations that increase the need for 

UC during unemployment. 

 None of these demographic characteristics include information about an individual’s pre-

existing mental health conditions or innate vulnerability to depression. I argue that these 

characteristics are unique to every individual and can be taken as unchanged over time. Thus, 

they can be controlled for in a fixed-effects framework. 

Table 1  Descriptive statistics of the analysis variables 

Variable  Definition  Mean  SD  Min   Max 

K6worse =1 if the K6 score increased between two interviews 0.34 0.47 0 1 

UCrec =1 if received any income from UC in intervening year 0.06 0.24 0 1 

EtoE =1 employed in two consecutive interview years 0.92 0.27 0 1 

EtoU 
=1 if employed in first year and unemployed in second year 

of two consecutive interviews 
0.04 0.19 0 1 

UtoU =1 if unemployed in two consecutive interviews 0.01 0.09 0 1 

UtoE 
=1 if unemployed in first year and employed in second year 

of two consecutive interviews 
0.04 0.19 0 1 

Female =1 if the respondent is female 0.31 0.46 0 1 

Black =1 if the respondent is black 0.31 0.46 0 1 

White =1 if the respondent is white 0.62 0.48 0 1 

Other =1 if the respondent is not white or black 0.06 0.24 0 1 

Married =1 if married in the second year 0.46 0.5 0 1 

Children =number of children in family unit between age 0 and 17 0.8 1.1 0 9 

Sregion =1 if reported region was the South 0.41 0.49 0 1 

Wregion =1 if reported region was the West 0.18 0.39 0 1 

NEregion =1 if reported region was the Northeast 0.14 0.35 0 1 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Variable  Definition  Mean  SD  Min   Max 

NCregion =1 if reported region was the North Central 0.25 0.43 0 1 

OTHregion =1 if reported region was not one of the above   0.01 0.09 0 1 

Age = age of respondent at the time of the interview 44.12 11.28 19 83 

duration =number of weeks unemployed in the previous year 0.9 5.01 0 52 

rHHinc_2009 
=household income in 2009 dollars in the year between two 

interviews (in thousands of dollars) 
$83.48 $109.00 $0.00 $4,365.45 

Note: SD = standard deviation 

  

 About 34 percent of household heads in the sample experience a worsening of their distress 

score. Also, about 6 percent of the sample reports having received unemployment insurance. 

This percentage is higher among persons who were unemployed during their second survey – i.e. 

those in the EtoU or UtoU groups. Finally, it’s clear that the vast majority of my sample, about 

92 percent, fall in the EtoE group, which is not surprising as unemployment rates in the U.S. 

rarely exceed 8 percent at any time, and according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the annual 

average unemployment rates for the four years included in my analysis were 4.7 percent, 6.0 

percent, 4.6 percent, and 9.3 percent respectively
4
. Because most of the sample falls in the 

reference group, I will specify those instances in which I do not have sufficient sample sizes to 

conduct reliable tests of hypotheses that do not include the EtoE group. 

 Finally, the data used for the analysis have additional limitations due to the timing of the 

questions asked. An individual’s employment status is recorded as of the time of the interview 

completion. The survey does not ask whether an individual is currently receiving unemployment 

                                                 
4
 Based on author’s calculations from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Population Survey. 
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insurance at that time. Instead, respondents are asked whether they received any unemployment 

insurance in the previous year. The available information in the PSID data is not sufficient to 

control for any discrepancies in the timing of UI receipt. For example, my analysis cannot 

identify individuals who are unemployed in a given year and currently receiving unemployment 

insurance but did not receive any unemployment insurance in the prior year. In table 5, I examine 

the share of persons who fall in this category from 1990 through 1994. I chose this time period 

for two reasons. First, it followed a recessionary period, much like the two pairs of years in my 

analysis data set. Second, after 1997, the PSID began surveying respondents every other year. 

Therefore, I am unable to construct Table 2 based on post-1997 surveys because biennial surveys 

don’t collect sufficient information to fill the information gap between surveys. 

Table 2  Share of unemployed respondents that do not receive UC in prior year but do at the time of interview 

Year 

Number of observations not 

receiving UC in year t-1 

Receiving UC at time of 

interview in year t Percent  receiving 

1990 474 40 8.4% 

1991 523 53 10.1% 

1992 590 39 6.6% 

1993 591 56 9.5% 

1994 543 48 8.8% 

 

 Similarly, my analysis cannot account for the expiration of unemployment insurance among 

individuals who are unemployed in a given year, are not currently receiving unemployment 

insurance, but reported receiving unemployment insurance in the prior year. Table 3 illustrates 

the extent to which this is the case in the 1990-1994 period. 

 Based on these tables, I suspect that roughly 70 percent of the respondents identified in my 

analysis as recipients of unemployment insurance were not actually receiving benefits at the time 
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that they completed their survey. Thus, my results may underestimate the actual impact of 

unemployment insurance. Also, I suspect about 8 percent of the respondents that I identify as 

currently unemployed but never having received unemployment insurance are actually receiving 

it at the time that they complete their survey. Again, this effect would underestimate my 

observed impact of unemployment insurance. 

Table 3  Share of unemployed respondents that receive UC in prior year but not at the time of interview 

Year 

Number of observations 

receiving UC in year t-1 

Not receiving UC at time of 

interview in year t 

Percent no longer 

receiving 

1990 53 45 84.9% 

1991 79 58 73.4% 

1992 149 101 67.8% 

1993 96 67 69.8% 

1994 78 60 76.9% 

 

 

METHODOLOGY  

 I use both OLS and logistic regression methods to analyze the role that unemployment and 

unemployment compensation play in determining the likelihood that an individual’s distress 

score worsens over a two-year period. Given that OLS outputs are easier to describe, the 

discussion of results will focus on those specifications, however, my findings are the same in 

logistic regression estimation (see Table A.1). In the case of OLS regression, the estimated 

coefficients represent the change in the probability of an individual’s distress score getting worse 

in response to changes in the independent variables. In the case of the logistic regression, 

estimated odds ratios show the relative increase in the odds of the distress score getting worse in 
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response to a change in the independent variable given other independent variables remain 

constant in the model.   

 Below, I will discuss the specifications of the four models estimated in my analysis. I start 

with the simplest specification in which the dependent variable is explained simply by the 

variation in employment statuses. Second, I include an indication of whether an individual 

received unemployment insurance and include interactions between that indicator and the 

employment status variables from the first specification. Third, I introduce a set of individual-

level control variables, and fourth, I combine observations across years to run the model with 

individual-level fixed-effects. 

 I first estimate a simple OLS model controlling only for an individual’s employment 

transition so as to understand the basic relationship between employment and worsening of 

psychological distress. This model is specified in Equation 1.  

 

(𝐾6worse=1) = 𝛽0+ 𝛽1𝐸to𝑈+𝛽2𝑈to𝐸+𝛽3𝑈to𝑈+𝑢      (1) 

                            1, if K6t  >  K6t-2 

𝐾6worse =        
                            0, otherwise 

 

where  𝑃(𝐾6worse>0) is the probability that an individual reports an increase in her 

psychological distress score, t is the survey year, EtoU indicates that an individual 

transitions into unemployment, UtoE indicates that an individual transitioned into 

employment, UtoU indicates that an individual was unemployed in both years, and u is 
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unobserved heterogeneity. In the logistic specification estimated in Table A.1, the model is 

specified as a latent variable model. 

 An advantage of this model is that the coefficients can be used to construct estimates of a 

difference-in-differences between groups. For example, the coefficient 𝛽1 estimates the 

difference in the probability of an increase in distress scores between those in the EtoE groups 

and those in the EtoU group. Figure A.1 illustrates this hypothesis graphically. Note that I 

observe and individual’s employment status and psychological distress in years 1 and 3, and the 

graph demonstrates that for those in the EtoU group, the employment status switches to 

unemployed at some point during the interim. 

 With the exception of 𝛽1, the coefficients on the other terms are not also comparable to 

difference-in-differences estimators. However, certain linear combinations of these coefficients 

are in fact comparable to difference-in-differences estimators, and those combinations can also 

be tested for statistical significance. In this simple model, 𝛽3−𝛽2 represents the difference in the 

probability of an increase in K6 scores between “job gainers” and the “persistently unemployed.” 

This hypothesized impact is illustrated graphically in Figure A.3.  

 I estimate the model above separately for both the 2003 and 2009 years of data to avoid a 

violation of the OLS assumption of independently distributed error terms. This would be violated 

if I included both years in the analysis since individuals would contribute multiple observations.   

 If transitions into unemployment are assume to be exogenous, then a potential simultaneity 

bias between the changes in distress scores and changes in employment status will disappear. 

Persons who are job losers or persistently unemployed did not enter into unemployment because 

of their pre-existing distress. Previous studies have argued that controlling for an individual’s 
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stated reason for being unemployed allows the authors to identify exogenous reasons for 

unemployment, such as plant closure or mass layoffs (Kassenboehmer and Haisken-DeNew 

2009). The PSID allows for the identification of exogenous changes in employment status. 

Therefore, I only include those observations of the individuals who cite one of two possible 

reasons for their unemployment: 1) their employer folded/changed hands/ moved/ went out of 

business/ died and 2) they were laid off or fired. Thus, I exclude persons who are on strike, quit, 

retired, completed seasonal work, or cite other such reasons. One might claim that being fired 

might not truly be an exogenous reason for unemployment. I cannot distinguish layoffs from 

firings, and completely excluding all of these observations would severely reduce my sample 

size, so I include this group for the primary analysis and test the sensitivity of the results in the 

appendix. Since I have conceptualized transitions into unemployment as exogenous to 

psychological distress in my dataset, I claim that the estimates from equation 1 could be 

considered causal impacts of unemployment on psychological distress. 

  I include additional covariates in the model to control for other time-varying factors that 

explain variation in the dependent variable. Among these factors is the independent variable of 

interest, receipt of unemployment compensation. By including this variable and expanding 

Equation 1 to include the effect of its interaction with the categories in Equation 1, I allow for 

comparisons of changes in K6 scores across persons who undergo different transitions based on 

their receipt of unemployment insurance. This model is specified in Equation 2 below. These 

estimates allow me to test other relationships, such as the difference in probabilities of increased 

distress among unemployed persons with and without unemployment insurance. 
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𝑃(∆𝐾6>0)= 𝛽0+ 𝛽1𝐸to𝑈+𝛽2𝑈to𝐸+𝛽3𝑈to𝑈+𝛽4𝑈𝐶+𝛽5𝐸to𝑈∗𝑈𝐶+𝛽6𝑈to𝐸∗𝑈𝐶+𝛽7𝑈to𝑈∗𝑈𝐶+𝑋+e  (2) 

 

where UC indicates whether or not an individual received unemployment compensation during 

her employment transition, X  is a vector of other observed characteristics, and e is unobserved 

heterogeneity. Once again, Equation 2 is specified as a linear probability model estimated by 

OLS, and the estimates in Table A.1 are based on a latent variable model estimated with logistic 

regression. 

   In this equation, 𝛽1 still estimates the difference in the probability of an increase in the K6 

levels for the EtoU group and the EtoE group, but it excludes those persons who receive any 

unemployment insurance in the intervening year. Also, 𝛽2 estimates the difference in the 

probability of an increase in K6 levels for the UtoE group and the EtoE group. This test is 

illustrated in Figure A.2. Note that this is not comparable to a difference-in-differences estimator, 

but it effectively tests whether changes in psychological distress are related to having recently 

become employed.  

 I construct two additional test statistics by manipulating the coefficients in equation 2. First, 

the significance of unemployment insurance receipt among the EtoU group can be formulated as 

a joint significance test of whether 𝛽4+𝛽5 is equal to zero. This test is illustrated graphically in 

Figure A.4. Second, the impact of transitioning into employment among persons who were 

initially unemployed can be formulated as a joint significance test of whether 𝛽3-𝛽2 is zero. 

This test is illustrated graphically in Figure A.3. 

 These first of the two additional tests above does not reflect the causal impact, meaning free 

from omitted variable bias, of receipt of unemployment compensation on distress scores among 
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the unemployed. Namely, receipt of UC may be partly endogenous in this model. I am able to 

control for two of the primary determinants of unemployment insurance receipt, unemployment 

duration and region of residence, but I cannot control for other endogenous factors, particularly 

those that are unique to each individual and time invariant. I argue that a person’s “resilience” or 

“motivation” are examples of such characteristics that could increase a person’s likelihood of 

applying for unemployment insurance. My estimates of the relationship between UC receipt and 

distress scores among job losers are probably biased downward due to the omission of these 

characteristics.  

 I hypothesize that these unobserved characteristics of each individual are correlated with both 

receipt of unemployment compensation and psychological distress. These characteristics are 

controlled for in a fixed effects model in which the estimated coefficients for the model are 

determined by variation in employment transitions and unemployment compensation receipt 

within each person. Therefore, in this estimation, only persons that appear in the dataset more 

than once are included. Because each person can appear at most twice in my data, the panel is 

balanced in the fixed-effects framework. In Table 2 below, I present the extent to which 

employment status transitions vary within persons. Along the left-hand side of the table, each 

person is categorized according to their 2001-2003 employment transition. The table shows that 

1,703 persons were classified in the reference group of EtoE. The top of the table disaggregates 

these persons into their respective category during the 2007-2009 period. The table shows that of 

the 1,703 persons classified as EtoE in the 2001-2003 period, 70 were classified as “job losers” 

or EtoU in the 2007 to 2009 period. 
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Table 4  Number of observations by "employment transition" category 

  Employment transition for 2007-2009 period 

 EtoE EtoU UtoE UtoU Total 

Employment transitions  

for 2001-2003 period      

EtoE 1,585 70 41 7 1,703 

EtoU 35 8 2 1 46 

UtoE 40 3 8 0 51 

UtoU 2 1 0 0 3 

Total 1,662 82 51 8 1,803 

 

 

RESULTS 

 The results of the estimation of Equations 1 and 2 are shown in Table 3. I estimate the 

Equations separately for both the 2003 and 2009 years of data to avoid needing to address the 

violation of the assumption that the model’s error terms are independently distributed. The 

results for 2003 data are shown in Models 1 to 3 in Table 3. The results for 2009 are shown in 

Models 4 to 6 in Table 3. Finally, I combine both years of data and run a combined model 

(Model 7) while controlling for the individual fixed effects.  

 First, the results in Models 1 to 3 are broadly similar to those in Models 4 to 6. In all cases, 

exogenous job loss significantly increases the probability that an individual will experience 

increased psychological distress. This finding holds in the fixed effects specification in Model 7.
5
 

 There are, however, a few differences between the estimated models for 2003 and 2009. First, 

the coefficient on the direct effect of the unemployment compensation receipt (UCrec) appears 

significant at 10% level in 2009. In the presence of the interaction terms, this effect represents 

                                                 
5
 As mentioned earlier, these estimates include observations that cite being fired as their reason for unemployment. I 

ran separate regressions that exclude these individuals from the model and find similar impacts of job loss. These 

results are available upon request. 
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the difference in vulnerability to psychological distress among persons who receive 

unemployment insurance in the EtoE group compared to those in the EtoE group who do not 

receive unemployment insurance. Assuming these people experienced some intervening spell of 

unemployment, I interpret the significance of this coefficient as an indication that, even after re-

employment, an individual may experience some lingering elevated levels of distress. However, 

given that this finding is not consistent across all years and specifications, it may not be a 

particularly strong relationship. 

 Second, the relationship between transitioning from unemployment to employment is 

significant in 2009, specifically in Models 5, 6, and 7. I interpret this finding as an indication that 

transitioning into employment from unemployment is associated with a significant decrease in 

vulnerability to psychological distress.  

 

Table 5  Probability that psychological distress increases between 2001-2003 and 2007-2009 periods: OLS estimation 

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Year 2003 2003 2003 2009 2009 2009 ’03 & ‘09 

Variables K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse 

            

EtoU 0.157*** 0.200*** 0.211*** 0.153*** 0.167*** 0.158** 0.221*** 

 (0.055) (0.067) (0.067) (0.050) (0.063) (0.063) (0.074) 

UtoU 0.095 0.049 0.061 0.016 0.009 -0.014 -0.268 

 (0.114) (0.122) (0.125) (0.111) (0.129) (0.133) (0.258) 

UtoE -0.006 -0.027 -0.030 -0.086 -0.114** -0.123** -0.176** 

 (0.043) (0.045) (0.047) (0.052) (0.054) (0.056) (0.071) 

UCrec  -0.009 -0.003  0.095* 0.084 0.022 

  (0.040) (0.043)  (0.057) (0.058) (0.062) 

UCxEtoU  -0.124 -0.127  -0.123 -0.105 -0.208 

  (0.121) (0.120)  (0.118) (0.117) (0.139) 

UCxUtoU  0.301 0.286  -0.052 -0.013 0.179 

  (0.301) (0.298)  (0.261) (0.264) (0.276) 

UCxUtoE  0.177 0.169  0.125 0.128 0.495** 

  (0.142) (0.140)  (0.169) (0.170) (0.208) 

Female   0.025   -0.015  

   (0.024)   (0.030)  

Black   -0.075***   -0.032  

   (0.022)   (0.027)  
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Table 5 (continued)        

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Year 2003 2003 2003 2009 2009 2009 ’03 & ‘09 

Variables K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse K6worse 

        

Other   -0.052   -0.011  

   (0.033)   (0.051)  

Married   -0.043*   -0.002 -0.020 

   (0.024)   (0.030) (0.046) 

Age   -0.002**   -0.002** 0.023 

   (0.001)   (0.001) (0.044) 

Duration   -0.001   -0.000 0.002 

   (0.002)   (0.002) (0.002) 

Children   -0.002   0.002 -0.003 

   (0.009)   (0.011) (0.015) 

NEregion   0.016   0.002 -0.193 

   (0.027)   (0.033) (0.149) 

NCregion   -0.032   -0.017 0.009 

   (0.022)   (0.027) (0.128) 

Wregion   -0.033   0.023 0.158 

   (0.025)   (0.031) (0.126) 

OTHregion   -0.022   -0.019 0.471** 

   (0.103)   (0.117) (0.210) 

lrHHinc_2009   0.000   -0.015 0.005 

   (0.012)   (0.014) (0.025) 

Year 2009       -0.089 

       (0.262) 

Constant 0.326*** 0.326*** 0.455*** 0.352*** 0.348*** 0.650*** -0.675 

 (0.009) (0.009) (0.130) (0.011) (0.011) (0.162) (1.824) 

        

Observations 3,029 3,029 3,029 2,139 2,139 2,139 5,168 

Adjusted R-squared 0.002 0.002 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.018 

F-test 2.943 1.830 2.229 4.100 2.541 1.550 2.394 

Prob > F 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.00 

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. Fixed effects in Model 7. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1        

 

 As discussed in the methodology section, the categorization of observations into categories of 

employment transitions allows me to test several other interesting hypotheses. Above, I directly 

interpreted the coefficient on the UtoE term as an indication of the impact of re-employment on 

psychological distress. However, interpreting this coefficient only allows for a comparison of 
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“job gainers” to persons who are employed in both years. To compare “job gainers” to those who 

are unemployed in both years, it is necessary to test the significance of the difference between 

the coefficients on the UtoU term and the UtoE term. The null hypothesis for this test is that β3-

β2=0. I test this linear combination in Table 4 below. I fail to reject this null hypothesis in 

models 3, 6, and 7 above. However, this failure is possibly due to a lack of sufficient sample size 

since smaller sample sizes can inflate the standard errors on an estimated coefficient. As shown 

in Table 1, roughly 1 percent of my total sample of 5,168 person-years is in the UtoU category. 

Most any test involving this group will fail to reject the null hypothesis. 

 The primary hypothesis of this thesis is that receipt of unemployment insurance moderates the 

impact of unemployment on psychological distress. Equation 2 allows for two approaches to 

examine this relationship. The first approach is a joint F-test in which the null hypothesis is that 

the sum of the coefficients on the UCrec and UCxEtoU terms are equal to zero. This is 

equivalent to testing whether “job losers” who receive unemployment insurance are less likely to 

report a worsening in distress when compared to “job losers” who do not receive unemployment 

insurance. This is the fourth null hypothesis shown in Table 4 and the test fails in each model.  

 The second approach simply requires a test of significance of the coefficient on the UCxEtoU 

term. This tests whether the impact of UC receipt among “job losers” is different from the impact 

among those in the EtoE group who receive some intervening unemployment insurance. Note 

that in mathematical terms, it is equal to the first approach after subtracting the UCrec term. 

Since I argued above that the UCrec term is an estimate of a semi-permanent impact of 

unemployment that does not dissipate after re-employment, then perhaps one could argue that 

this effect should be subtracted so that a careful analysis only analyzes the marginal impact of 
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unemployment insurance receipt. This test fails in each model in Table 5, but the coefficient is 

actually marginally significant in the fixed-effects logit specification shown in table A.1. Thus, I 

do find weak evidence in support of the hypothesis that unemployment receipt is associated with 

lower levels of psychological distress among “job losers”. 

 Table 6  Tests of null hypotheses based on results in table 3 

     

  Model 3  Model 6  Model 7 

Null Hypothesis 
     

1) 
Among respondents Employed in time t=0, those who are Unemployed in time t=2 have the same probability 

of worsening distress as those who are Employed in time t=2 

          β1=0  9.80***  6.30**  8.88*** 

  (0.00)  (0.01)  (0.00) 

       

2) 
Among respondents Employed in time t=2, those who were Unemployed in time t=0 have the same 

probability of worsening distress as those who were Employed in time t=0 

          β2=0  0.41  4.78**  6.08** 

  (0.52)  (0.03)  (0.01) 

       

3) 
Among respondents Unemployed in time t=0, those who are Employed in time t=2 have the same probability 

of worsening distress as those who are Unemployed in time t=2. 

          β3-β2=0  0.48  0.60  0.12 

  (0.49)  (0.44)  (0.73) 

       

4) 
Among respondents Employed in time t=0 and Unemployed in time t=2, those who receive UC in time t=1 

have the same probability of worsening distress as those who do not receive unemployment compensation. 

          β4+β5=0  1.29  0.04  2.16 

  (0.26)  (0.84)  (0.14) 

Notes: P-values are in parentheses. The coefficients shown in the table correspond to those in Equation 2. 

 

 As discussed above and shown below, the dataset used for this analysis is limited in size once 

observations are classified by employment status. Over 90 percent of the sample is contained in a 

single category. Fundamentally, small sample sizes may increase the standard errors on 
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estimated coefficients, thereby reducing the estimates’ efficiency and weakening inferential 

statistics. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 In general, my results indicate that policymakers should consider options that address the 

mental health impacts of unemployment. These impacts are probably not moderated by 

unemployment insurance alone. However, due to limitations of my analysis, this relationship 

should be studied further as more data become available. In general, there is much room for 

future research to study the determinants of distress and well-being during unemployment and 

the role of existing policy interventions. 

 

Policy Implications 

 Existing research has found that unemployment worsens an individual’s self-reported well-

being or life satisfaction. This thesis extends that finding to psychological distress measured on a 

scale shown to be sensitive to clinical disorders. Additionally, this thesis finds that 

reemployment is associated with significant decreases in psychological distress. This is also 

among the first studies to identify a relationship between unemployment and mental health in the 

U.S., confirming relationships already established in foreign samples.  

 Given additional research that has estimated the economic burden of mood disorders and 

other mental illness, this finding only strengthens the case for interventions to promote 

reemployment and potentially to assist the unemployed with coping strategies. For example, the 

JOBS Intervention Project was developed and implemented by the University of Michigan to test 
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an intervention that would prevent deterioration in mental health among unemployed workers. 

While a thorough description of the JOBS program is beyond the scope of this paper, at a basic 

level, it was designed as a job search seminar coupled with efforts to enhance participants’ self-

esteem, sense of control, and ability to withstand setbacks during the job search. Evaluations of 

this intervention have found that it significantly reduced levels of depression among participants 

identified as being at risk of a depressive episode (Vinoker, Price, and Schul 1995; Vinokur et al. 

2000). To the extent that the unemployment insurance program does not strongly reduce the 

likelihood of elevated psychological distress during unemployment, my analysis suggests that 

other interventions may be necessary.  

 Moreover, since I find a weak relationship, if any, between unemployment insurance receipt 

and psychological distress, I conclude that, at a more theoretical level, this result calls into 

question the extent to which income will always lead to the attainment of higher levels of utility 

under all conditions.  

 

Limitations of the Analysis 

 The major limitation of the analysis performed in this study is the relatively small sample size 

available in the PSID. The survey asked respondents to report their K6 score only in four non-

consecutive years, thus, yielding only two pairs of years that could be used in the analysis. Table 

4 illustrates the extent to which observations are concentrated in the reference category in both 

pairs of years. In a fixed effects framework, this implies that there is little within-person 

variation in employment status. This variation is necessary to identify impacts of unemployment 
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and receipt of unemployment insurance in Model 7 above. Thus, small sample sizes could inflate 

the standard errors in my results and limit my ability to make inferences about the results.   

 

Direction for Future Research 

 As mentioned above, small sample sizes can inflate standard errors and inhibit my ability to 

identify significant estimates of the model’s coefficients. Thus, when the PSID publishes 

subsequent waves of the survey, it will be important to replicate the analysis with additional data. 

Fundamentally, more individuals will likely transition in and out of unemployment, creating 

more within-person variation in employment status and receipt of unemployment compensation. 

This within-person variation is crucial to the fixed-effects specification in Model 7. 

 Also, the PSID started collecting information on a respondent’s well-being and life 

satisfaction in the 2009 survey. This measure is nearly identical to those used in other studies of 

the relationship between well-being and employment cited above. With only one year of data to 

date, I was unable to use information on well-being from the 2009 survey in this analysis, but as 

future waves of the PSID are completed, researchers should analyze determinants of well-being 

in the context of this U.S. sample. 

 Furthermore, future research should continue to study the role that income plays in assisting 

individuals in coping with stressors and shocks in life. Extensive research has focused on the 

extent to which income determines an individual’s psychological well-being. Some (Easterlin 

2001) have estimated that income is only related to well-being to the extent that an individual’s 

income compares to the incomes of his/her peers. That is, relative income matters. Others (Sacks, 

Stevenson, and Wolfers 2012), however, have recently published evidence that absolute income 
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matters. They claim rising incomes are associated with rising levels of well-being regardless of 

how others’ incomes are changing. Moreover, there is debate over the extent to which the 

benefits of increasing incomes decline at higher levels of income. That is, does income have a 

declining marginal utility? Substantial evidence has argued that it does (Frey and Stutzer 2002). 

Others have still argued the opposite (Sacks, Stevenson, and Wolfers 2012). Future research 

could test the extent to which more generous unemployment benefits are associated with levels 

of distress or well-being. 
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APPENDIX 

 

  
Table A.1 Probability that psychological distress increases between 2001-2003 and 2007-2009 periods: Logistic regression 

 Model 1  Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

Survey Year 2003 2003 2003 2009 2009 2009 Both 

Variables        

               

EtoU 0.657*** 0.831*** 0.891*** 0.629*** 0.687*** 0.651*** 1.093*** 

 (0.221) (0.269) (0.275) (0.203) (0.251) (0.253) (0.389) 

UtoU 0.409 0.215 0.275 0.070 0.038 -0.063 -1.483 

 (0.466) (0.518) (0.537) (0.478) (0.560) (0.578) (0.926) 

UtoE -0.028 -0.126 -0.139 -0.402 -0.558* -0.600* -0.889** 

 (0.198) (0.215) (0.223) (0.265) (0.299) (0.307) (0.439) 

UCrec  -0.043 -0.011  0.397* 0.352 0.109 

  (0.185) (0.198)  (0.232) (0.238) (0.275) 

UCxEtoU  -0.498 -0.513  -0.512 -0.435 -1.103* 

  (0.504) (0.505)  (0.472) (0.470) (0.635) 

UCxUtoU  1.247 1.186  -0.215 -0.046  

  (1.342) (1.328)  (1.095) (1.113)  

UCxUtoE  0.761 0.733  0.604 0.617 2.139** 

  (0.589) (0.587)  (0.712) (0.718) (0.890) 

Female   0.113   -0.064  

   (0.105)   (0.132)  

Black   
-

0.346*** 
  -0.142  

   (0.103)   (0.118)  

Other   -0.242   -0.047  

   (0.157)   (0.218)  

Married   -0.199*   -0.009 -0.077 

   (0.111)   (0.130) (0.235) 

Age   -0.009**   -0.011** 0.125 

   (0.004)   (0.005) (0.217) 

Duration   -0.006   -0.000 0.006 

   (0.009)   (0.010) (0.016) 

Children   -0.010   0.008 -0.026 

   (0.039)   (0.046) (0.080) 

NEregion   0.070   0.009 -0.727 

   (0.120)   (0.145) (0.623) 

NCregion   -0.148   -0.077 0.545 

   (0.103)   (0.120) (0.775) 

Wregion   -0.152   0.101 1.447 

   (0.116)   (0.133) (1.071) 

OTHregion   -0.099   -0.083 15.081*** 

   (0.475)   (0.515) (1.123) 

lrHHinc_2009   0.002   -0.066 0.027 

   (0.054)   (0.061) (0.091) 
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Table A.1 (continued)        

 Model 1  Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

Survey Year 2003 2003 2003 2009 2009 2009 Both 

Variables        

        

Constant -0.728*** -0.725*** -0.145 -0.609*** -0.626*** 0.687  

 (0.040) (0.041) (0.588) (0.048) (0.049) (0.698)  

        

Observations 3,029 3,029 3,029 2,139 2,139 2,139 1,500 

Pseudo R-Squared 0.002 0.003 0.011 0.004 0.006 0.010 0.0363 

Wald chi2 9.61 13.33 41.11 12.34 17.26 28.37 438.80 

Prob > chi2 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.00 

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. Fixed effects in Model 7. In Model 7, there is no estimated coefficient on the 

UCxUtoU term. This is due to insufficient sample in this cell. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1        
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Figure A.1: This illustrates the hypothesized impact of a transition into unemployment. The 

data used for this analysis observes individuals in years 1 and 3 while controlling for certain 

characteristics in years 2 and 3. Note that this is not drawn to scale based on results in Table 3. 

There are no units along the y-axis. The analysis assumes that individuals who were employed 

in year 1 and unemployed in year 3 (EtoU) would have, on average, followed the same 

trajectory on the K6 scale as those in the EtoE category. The observed difference in the average 

trajectory is the estimated impact of unemployment. The precise timing of the deviation of the 

trajectories is unknown but is shown here as occurring during year 2. 
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Figure A.2: This illustrates the hypothesized impact of a transition into employment from 

unemployment. The data used for this analysis observes individuals in years 1 and 3 while 

controlling for certain characteristics in years 2 and 3. Note that this is not drawn to scale based 

on results in Table 3. There are no units along the y-axis. The analysis assumes that individuals 

who were unemployed in year 1 and employed in year 3 (UtoE) would have, on average, 

followed the same trajectory on the K6 scale as those in the EtoE category. The observed 

difference in the average trajectory is the estimated impact of unemployment. The precise 

timing of the deviation of the trajectories is unknown but is shown here as occurring during 

year 2. 
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Figure A.3: This illustrates the hypothesized impact of a transition into employment from 

unemployment. The data used for this analysis observes individuals in years 1 and 3 while 

controlling for certain characteristics in years 2 and 3. Note that this is not drawn to scale based 

on results in Table 3. There are no units along the y-axis. The analysis assumes that individuals 

who were unemployed in year 1 and employed in year 3 (UtoE) would have, on average, 

followed the same trajectory on the K6 scale as those in the UtoU category. The observed 

difference in the average trajectory is the estimated impact of unemployment. The precise 

timing of the deviation of the trajectories is unknown but is shown here as occurring during 

year 2. 
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Figure A.4: This illustrates the hypothesized impact of receipt of unemployment insurance 

during a transition into unemployment. The data used for this analysis observes individuals in 

years 1 and 3 while controlling for certain characteristics in years 2 and 3. Unemployment 

insurance receipt is identified in year 2. Note that this is not drawn to scale based on results in 

Table 3. There are no units along the y-axis. The analysis assumes that individuals who were 

employed in year 1, unemployed in year 3, and received unemployment insurance in year2 

(EtoU w/ UC) would have, on average, followed the same trajectory on the K6 scale as those in 

the EtoU category. The observed difference in the average trajectory is the estimated impact of 

unemployment insurance on distress. The precise timing of the deviation of the trajectories is 

unknown but is shown here as occurring during year 2. 
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